6th GRADE SCHOOL SUPPLY LIST

*Please note supplies do not have to be new. In fact, it's more sustainable if supplies can be reused from year to year.

Required for All Classes
- **Earbuds or headphones, labeled with the student's name.** The 6th/7th-grade iPad cases and 8th-grade laptops support most headphones with standard 3.5 mm jacks (straight or angled) including Apple Earbuds. (Label with name on tape wrapped around a cord.)

Math
- Calculator - Texas Instruments-TI30XIIS (labeled w/name)
- Ruler with metric and standard scale
- 1.5” three-ring binder with pen/pencil holder (can share this with another class)
- 1 set of notebook dividers (5 dividers)
- 1 highlighter
- 1 package of notebook paper, and keep some at home
- Pencils

Science
- 1 composition (grid/graph paper) notebook

Band/Instrumental Music, Jazz Band or Strings
- 1-½”, 3-ring binder
- Pencil pouch
- 3 pencils

Choir/Vocal Music
- Dedicated folder with inside pockets
- 3 pencils
- 10-15 pieces of notebook paper

French
- Half-inch binder (can be shared with another class in a 1-inch binder, separated by a divider)
- Notebook paper (keep binder stocked with 10 sheets)
- 1 notebook divider
- Highlighter
- Pencils
- 2 pens of different colors for corrections (not Sharpies)

Spanish
- Pencils
- Lined paper
- 3-ring, 1-½ inch binder (Can be reused for future Spanish classes. 7th and 8th classes have similar formats.)
- Many 3x5 index cards for flashcards

Chinese
- 3-ring binder with filler paper
- 1 set of permanent Sharpie markers (black, red, green and blue)
- 2 pencils
- 2 highlighters
- 600 3x5 white index cards with colored dividers for making character flash cards

(See next page)
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Humanities and General Supplies
• 1 two-pocket plastic folder (Used to store student drafts of printed papers and the few handouts distributed each quarter. Kept in the laptop case pouch.)
• 2 boxes of #2 sharpened pencils (one for the math room)
• 2 pens
• 1 eraser
• 2 highlighters

Other Supplies that Students Like, But Are Not Required
• Colored pencils are in classrooms, but it's really useful if students have their own sets too
7th GRADE SCHOOL SUPPLY LIST

*Please note supplies do not have to be new. In fact, it’s more sustainable if supplies can be reused from year to year.

Required for All Classes
- Earbuds or headphones, labeled with the student’s name. The 6th/7th-grade iPad cases and 8th-grade laptops support most headphones with standard 3.5 mm jacks (straight or angled) including Apple Earbuds. (Label with name on tape wrapped around a cord.)

Class Specific Materials
- For Science: Composition (grid/graph paper) notebook
- For English: 1” binder with lined paper (or a divided “English” section of a larger binder)
- For History: Composition notebook with lined paper
- For Math: 1.5” three-ring binder
- For Spanish: 1.5” three-ring binder with at least 5 dividers (This can be reused from 6th grade and/or combined with another subject as long as the dividers are in place.); many 3x5 index cards for flashcards
- For Instrumental Students: 1.5”-three-ring binder; pencil pouch; 3 pencils
- For Vocal Students: 1 sturdy folder with pockets; 3 Pencils; 10-15 pieces of notebook paper
- For English and History combined: 1 sturdy folder with pockets
- For Religion 7: All materials will be provided
- For French: 1.5” binder (or can be shared with a 1” binder for another class) with a divider and lined paper; 2 different colored pens (easy to read); pencils; highlighter
- For Chinese:
  - 3-ring binder with filler paper
  - 1 set of permanent Sharpie markers (black, red, green and blue);
  - 2 pencils
  - 2 highlighters
  - 600 3x5 white index cards with colored dividers for making character flash cards

Paper and Accessories
- 3-hole college-ruled notebook paper (8.5” x 11”)
- 3-hole graph paper (8.5” x 11”)
- Dividers (with tabs) for binders
- 3-ring pencil/pen holder
- Box of #2 pencils
- Pens, black and blue (blue for math)
- Eraser (white preferable)
- 3x5 notecards (a lot for Spanish, may use in other classes as well)

Other Required Items
- Texas Instruments TI-30XIIS calculator (or similar) (Labeled with name)
- Ruler with metric & standard scale (best if it’s transparent)
- Earbuds or headphones (Labeled with name on tape wrapped around cord). They will be used for Language classes, as well as other classes.
- PE shorts, T-shirt & shoes

Not Required, but Supplies Some Students Use
- Hole reinforcements, highlighters
8th GRADE SCHOOL SUPPLY LIST

*Please note supplies do not have to be new. In fact, it’s more sustainable if supplies can be reused from year to year.

Required for All Classes
- **For all classes**: Earbuds or headphones, labeled with the student’s name. The 6th/7th-grade iPad cases and 8th-grade laptops support most headphones with standard 3.5 mm jacks (straight or angled) including Apple Earbuds. (Label with name on tape wrapped around a cord.)
- Pencils and pens (black; blue for geometry and algebra); 3-ring pencil/pen holder; eraser; 2 highlighters; 3-hole college ruled notebook paper; (Optional) 1 GB (or larger) USB thumb drive that is labeled with name

Science
- Composition notebook (reuse your 7th grade notebook if possible)

Math
- 1.5” three-ring binder shared for math and science class
- Texas Instruments TI-30XIIS calculator
- Clear ruler with metric & standard scale
- Graph paper and ruled notebook paper that is both 3-hole and 8.5” x 11”
- Pencils
- 5 dividers for math section of binder with customizable tabs
- Geometry only: Protractor, blue pen, highlighter

Spanish
- 1.5” three-ring binder with at least 5 dividers—this can be reused from 7th grade and/or combined with another subject as long as the dividers are in place.
- Many 3x5” index cards for flashcards

French
- Half-inch binder (can be shared with another class in a 1-inch binder, separated by a divider)
- Notebook paper (keep binder stocked with 10 sheets) Many 3x5” index cards for flashcards
- 1 notebook divider (vocabulary and grammar structures)
- 1 Highlighter
- Pencils
- 2 pens of different colors for corrections (not Sharpies)

English
- Individual folder with paper or a section of another binder that can be devoted to English

History
- Bring earbuds or headphones to class (Labeled with name on tape wrapped around a cord)

PE
- Proper shoes and clothes

Chinese
- 1 3-ring binder with filler paper
- 1 set of permanent Sharpie markers (black, red, green and blue)
- 2 pencils
- 2 highlighters
- 600 3x5 white index cards with colored dividers for making character flash cards

Band
- 1.5” three-ring binder; pencil pouch, 3 pencils

Art and Religion
- All materials will be provided for these classes